
 

 

Guidelines: Submitting Abstracts for ASPAH 2018 Symposium 

Please follow this guideline for abstract submissions carefully. 

1. Please provide the title of the abstract, which should not exceed 15 words. List 

the full names, degrees and institution of the authors. 

 

2. Presentation Topic. Please indicate your presentations’ main theme*:  

· Voice  

· Theatre 

· Music 

· Dance 

· Research Methods 

· Other 

*If your presentation fits into more than one theme, please indicate the theme your 

presentation most identifies with. 

 

3. Oral Presentations, Workshops and Posters. The main body abstract should not 

exceed 225 words and must be structured into separate sections:  

Background - the context and purpose of the presentation. 

Methods - how the study was performed and statistical tests used or the body of 

literature that the presentation is based upon. For workshops, provide an overview of 

the activity or practices included in the workshop. 

Results or Main Contribution - the main findings/discussion points.  

Conclusions - brief summary and potential implications.  

 

Trial registration - if your presentation reports the results of a controlled health care 

intervention, please list your trial registry, along with the unique identifying number 

(e.g. Trial registration: Current Controlled Trials ANZCTR73824458).  

 

 

 



 

 

4. Include one short statement to address each of the following: 

· What new insights into performing arts healthcare will this 

presentation/workshop bring? 

· What new clinical and/or research implications will this presentation/workshop 

have for attendees? 

 

5. Keywords: three to six keywords representing the main content of the article 

[these are usually words not already in your title]. 

 

6. Please provide a short biography, no more than 200 words, of the presenting 

author and full contact details of the corresponding author (address, email, 

telephone). 

Please minimise the use of abbreviations. 

 

For further enquiries, please email Ms Camilla Tafra at admin@aspah.org.au  

Submissions are due by 5pm, 1st June 2018.  

Abstracts can be submitted at https://www.aspah.org.au/abstract-submission-2018-

symposium/. Notification of the review outcome will be made within 4 weeks of the 

abstract submission due date. 
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